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Baseline Brain Activity Predicts Response to Neuromodulatory Pain Treatment
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Abstract

Objectives. The objective of this study was to examine the associations between baseline electroencephalogram (EEG)-assessed brain oscillations and subsequent response to four neuromodulatory treatments. Based on available research, we hypothesized that baseline theta oscillations would prospectively predict response to hypnotic analgesia. Analyses involving other oscillations and the other treatments (meditation, neurofeedback, and both active and sham transcranial direct current stimulation) were viewed as exploratory, given the lack of previous research examining brain oscillations as predictors of response to these other treatments.

Design. Randomized controlled study of single sessions of four neuromodulatory pain treatments and a control procedure.

Methods. Thirty individuals with spinal cord injury and chronic pain had their EEG recorded before each session of four active treatments (hypnosis, meditation, EEG biofeedback, transcranial direct current stimulation) and a control procedure (sham transcranial direct stimulation).

Results. As hypothesized, more presession theta power was associated with greater response to hypnotic analgesia. In exploratory analyses, we found that less baseline alpha power predicted pain reduction with meditation.

Conclusions. The findings support the idea that different patients respond to different pain treatments and that between-person treatment response differences are related to brain states as measured by EEG. The results have implications for the possibility of enhancing pain treatment response by either 1) better patient/treatment matching or 2) influencing brain activity before treatment is initiated in order to prepare patients to respond. Research is needed to replicate and confirm the findings in additional samples of individuals with chronic pain.
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Introduction

Chronic pain associated with spinal cord injury (SCI) is widely acknowledged to be refractory to most biomedical interventions [1,2]. Given the mechanisms that underly pain in this condition—likely related at least in part to the massive deafferentation that results from SCI—treatments targeting modifications of neural circuits such as electroencephalogram (EEG) biofeedback (also known as neurofeedback [3]), meditation [4], transcranial direct current stimulation (tTDCS) [5], and self-hypnosis training [6] have shown promise for treating refractory chronic pain problems [7] (see also Jensen et al., Fregni et al., Malone et al., Rosenzweig et al., and Turner and Chapman [7–12]). We recently completed a study examining the effects of a single session of each of these treatments on pain and brain activity in a sample of individuals with SCI and chronic pain [13]. Although only hypnosis and meditation resulted in significant pain reductions, each of the treatment procedures was associated with different patterns of change in EEG (e.g., hypnosis showed greater pre to post-treatment session increases in theta and alpha and decreases in gamma oscillations compared with other active treatments). These EEG dissimilarities support the notion that these treatments operate via different mechanisms.

For hypnosis, a promising biological EEG marker has been recognized in several studies: higher EEG theta power. As noted by a number of reviews [7,14–18], individuals who score higher on hypnotizability tests ("highs") evidence higher levels of theta activity than individuals who score lower on hypnotizability tests [19–24]. Moreover, there is a tendency for individuals—especially highs—to respond to hypnotic inductions with an increase in theta activity [23,25,26]. Theta is a brain oscillation associated with deep meditative states [27], focused attention [28,29], executive functions [29], and declarative memory functions [29–31]. Based on previous research linking theta to general hypnotic responding just cited, we hypothesized that individuals with higher pretreatment levels of theta would be more likely to report pain reduction with hypnotic analgesia. A similar hypothesis could potentially be applicable to other neuromodulatory treatments such as meditation, neurofeedback, and tDCS; however, the predictors of treatment response to these other nonpharmacological treatments are currently lacking evidence.

Using data from our previously cited study [13], here, we report the results of analyses to examine the possibility that pretreatment EEG measures obtained before a single session of neurofeedback, meditation, tTDCS, and hypnosis predict improvements in pain. For hypnosis, we hypothesized a priori that pretreatment theta activity would predict pain reduction. For the other interventions, given the lack of research in this area, we considered the analyses for examining these associations as exploratory. We also explored whether any significant associations found might show any patterns with respect to brain areas (e.g., more anterior vs posterior, more left vs right hemisphere), given that both theory and research evidence suggests that different areas of the brain are involved in the mechanisms of effects of neuromodulatory treatments, at least for hypnosis [32,33] and tDCS [34].

Methods

Study Design

The study used a randomized cross-over design in which each participant received 20 minutes of five different neuromodulatory treatment procedures (hypnosis, meditation, neurofeedback, tDCS, and sham tDCS) in random order, separated by at least 1 week. EEG measures were obtained before and after each of the procedures, and pain intensity was assessed during the 10-minute EEG assessments.

Study Participants

The data for the current analyses are from a study of 30 individuals with SCI and chronic pain which examined the effects of a single session of four neuromodulatory pain treatments and a control treatment (sham tDCS) on EEG activity and pain [13]. Details regarding the recruitment procedures and participants are described in the initial publication. Complete pre and postsession data were available for 30 of the participants for the mediation and neurofeedback conditions, 29 participants for the hypnosis condition, 28 for the tDCS condition, and 27 for the sham tDCS condition. Participant descriptors are summarized in Table 1. The study procedures were approved by the University of Washington Institutional Review Board, and all participants signed informed consent forms prior to participation.

Measures

Pain Intensity

Pain intensity was assessed using 0–10 numerical rating scales (NRSs) with 0 = “no pain sensation” and 10 = “the most intense pain sensation imaginable” to assess the participants’ current, least, worst, and average pain (for the latter three intensity domains, pain “in the past 5 minutes”). The NRSs were administered 5 minutes after the start of each of the 10-minute EEG assessment and again 5 minutes after the first NRS assessment (i.e., in the middle and the end of the presession and postsession EEG assessment, see below). The eight pain intensity ratings were then averaged to compute a composite score of characteristic pain intensity experienced during each EEG assessment. A great deal of evidence supports the reliability and validity of 0–10 NRSs as measures of pain intensity [35], and composite pain intensity scores are recommended over single pain ratings as a way to increase measurement reliability and validity [36].

EEG Recording

An electrode cap with premeasured sites using the international 10/20 system [37] was fitted to each
participant’s head. The participant’s scalp and earlobes were prepped with Nuprep (Weaver and Company, Aurora, CO, USA) before the EEG assessments. The electrode sites were filled with Electrogel (Electro-Cap International, Eaton, OH, USA) and prepped to ensure impedance values between 3 and 5 Kohms between each electrode site and each ear individually. EEG data were recorded with WinEEG (Mitsar, St. Petersburg, Russia) acquisition software utilizing 19 electrodes referenced to A1 and A2 (linked ear montage). The signals were amplified using a bandpass of 0.53–70 Hz and sampled at the rate of 250 Hz. EEG was recorded for 20 minutes (10 minutes eyes closed and 10 minutes eyes open) at an initial assessment (to habituate the participant to the procedures and also screen for potential seizure or abnormal brain activity) and then again for 10 minutes (eyes closed) before and after each of the five treatment procedures. Participants were monitored throughout the recording to ensure that they remained awake. The participants were asked to engage in a cognitive task during the EEG (specifically to “recall” a beach scene shown to them prior to the session and asking them to keep it in mind during the eyes closed task) to help control for cognitive activity that might affect the EEG measures.

Neuromodulatory Treatment Procedures

Each of the treatment procedure sessions lasted 20 minutes.

tDCS

We used the ActivaDose constant current stimulator (ActivaTek, Salt Lake City, UT, USA) to apply 2 mA of stimulation for 20 minutes using a saline-soaked rubber sponge anode electrode (35 cm²). During treatment, the anode electrode was placed over the left central scalp overlying motor cortex (C3 in the EEG 10/20 system) in participants with bilateral or right-sided pain, and the cathode electrode was placed over the contralateral supraorbital area; the anode was placed over the right primary motor cortex (C4) if participants reported predominant left-sided pain.

Sham tDCS

Sham tDCS consisted of an initial 10 seconds of 2 mA of stimulation using the ActivaDose (over the left or right motor cortex, as appropriate) which was then gradually reduced to 0 mA after 10 seconds.

Hypnosis (HYP)

During the HYP procedure, participants listened to a recording of a “countdown” hypnotic induction (“I’m going to count from 1 to 10. As I count each number... you feel yourself settling down... into a deeper and deeper experience of comfort and relaxation...”) followed by five suggestions for reduced pain and negative responses to pain; specifically, suggestions were given for 1) comfortable relaxation; 2) decreased negative affective response to pain; 3) pain reduction; 4) imagined analgesia; and 5) altered sensations. The suggestions were based on those demonstrated to be effective for reducing pain in persons with SCI [6].

Neurofeedback (NF)

In the NF condition, electrodes were placed over the temporal lobes bilaterally (at T3 and T4 in the EEG 10/20 system) and on each earlobe (which were used as reference for each temporal placed active electrode). The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Range or Number</th>
<th>Mean or Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age in years</td>
<td>22, 77</td>
<td>49.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than one race*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest education level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some high school</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school or GED</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College graduate</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate school</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unmarried, living with partner</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never married</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuropathic</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nociceptive</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA Impairment Score†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*One subject described himself as White and American Indian.  †One subject’s sensation deficit was not clearly attributable to SCI, so the evaluating physician was unable to assign level by clinical exam, although the SCI diagnosis was confirmed by radiographical exam.

ASIA = American Spinal Injury Association; GED = graduate equivalency degree; SCI = spinal cord injury.
planned to create box plots to compare treatment response associated with each procedure. For any electrode sites for each of the bandwidths and the pain intensity (i.e., EEG oscillations as measured from all of the 19 relation coefficients between baseline overall EEG activity and pain between baseline activity in other bandwidths and response to the other treatments (i.e., for hypothesis exploration the associations between theta activity and response to hypnosis, we computed differences, such as skull thickness, that can affect EEG. lying cortical activity than does absolute power [45], power measures show a closer correspondence to under- theta activity and response to hypnotic analgesia. As can be seen, there is some overlap in bandwidth activity between the responder and nonresponder groups, although all of the responders to hypnosis lie within or above the 50th percentile range of theta activity in the nonresponders. Specifically, of the 17 participants who did not respond to hypnosis, nine (53%) had baseline relative theta power of 2.15 or lower. None of the six hypnosis responders had theta power this low, however. While five of the six responders had relative theta power comparable with eight of the nonresponders, one of the responders had very high theta power that was out of the range of the nonresponders. In short, these findings indicate more sensitivity (determining who will not respond) than specificity (determining who will respond).

**Results**

**Primary Study Hypothesis: Association Between Baseline Theta and Hypnotic Analgesia**

As hypothesized, presession theta activity was positively associated with response to hypnosis \((r = 0.46, P = 0.009)\), with higher levels of theta prospectively predicting subsequent pain reduction with the hypnosis procedure. Figure 1 presents the box plot showing the association between presession theta activity and response to hypnotic analgesia. As can be seen, there is some overlap in bandwidth activity between the responder and nonresponder groups, although all of the responders to hypnosis lie within or above the 50th percentile range of theta activity in the nonresponders. Specifically, of the 17 participants who did not respond to hypnosis, nine (53%) had baseline relative theta power of 2.15 or lower. None of the six hypnosis responders had theta power this low, however. While five of the six responders had relative theta power comparable with eight of the nonresponders, one of the responders had very high theta power that was out of the range of the nonresponders. In short, these findings indicate more sensitivity (determining who will not respond) than specificity (determining who will respond).

**Exploratory Analyses Regarding Overall Baseline Oscillation Bandwidth Activity and Response to Meditation, Neurofeedback, tDCS, and Sham tDCS**

Only one (4%) of the 24 exploratory correlation coefficients computed between baseline overall EEG bandwidth activity and pain reduction was significant at \(P < 0.05\): Presession alpha activity was negatively associated with response to meditation \((r = -0.45, P = 0.011)\), with lower levels of baseline alpha prospectively predicting subsequent pain reduction with the mediation procedure. We also found statistical trends \((P < 0.10)\) for 1) more presession delta power to predict subsequent pain reduction with meditation \((r = 0.33, P = 0.068)\) and 2) less presession beta power to prospectively predict response to tDCS \((r = -0.34, P = 0.063)\).
Figure 1 Box plot of pretreatment relative theta power in hypnosis responder group vs nonresponders (responder ≥30% pre to postsession reduction in pain).

Figure 2 presents the box plot showing the associations between presession alpha and response to meditation. As with the box plot for theta activity predicting response to hypnosis, there is overlap in bandwidth activity between the responder and nonresponder groups. In fact, with alpha, there is even more overlap, such that the entire range of responders lies within the range of the nonresponders. Interestingly, the variability in alpha in the responder group is much less than that of the nonresponder group. Moreover, like the analyses predicting response to hypnosis, the results again suggest more sensitivity than specificity. In this case, not one of the six participants (46% of nonresponders) with a higher than average amount of baseline alpha (3.12 or more) responded to meditation. The findings suggest that a lack of alpha at baseline may be a necessary but not sufficient condition to experience pain reductions with meditation.

Exploratory Analyses Regarding Site-Specific Baseline Oscillation Bandwidth Activity and Response to All Procedures

Figure 3 presents the findings regarding the associations between baseline EEG bandwidth activity at each
Discussion

The key finding from this study is support for the hypothesis that theta activity just before treatment prospectively predicts pain reduction in response to hypnotic analgesia. This finding appears to be unique to hypnosis and not to other neuromodulatory pain treatments. The results of exploratory analyses in other oscillation bandwidths and for other treatments suggest intriguing hypotheses regarding the physiology of pain treatment response and indicate that the brain activity of a person before other treatments may also predict response to those other treatments. Overall, the findings have important implications for guiding future research in understanding the mechanisms of neuromodulatory procedures and the brain states that may facilitate treatment response.

Mechanisms of and Response to Hypnosis

Our a priori study hypothesis was only related to theta and response to hypnosis. Our findings not only support the primary study hypothesis but also suggest that higher levels of theta activity may be necessary but not sufficient for response to hypnotic analgesia. The subgroup of individuals with high theta who did not respond to hypnosis raises interesting questions. One possible explanation for this variability is the fact that “theta” activity involves a rather broad band of activity, and only some smaller portion of this activity may facilitate hypnotic responding. Some support for the idea that narrower bandwidth frequencies within the theta bandwidth could serve different functions comes from research showing that slower theta oscillations are related to processes involving recollection and conscious awareness, while faster theta oscillations are linked to processes involved in memory interference [47]. Future research could examine narrower bandwidths that lie within the traditional cutoffs to determine if this finding supporting distinct functions for narrow bandwidths with respect to memory functions replicates in the context of response to neuromodulatory pain treatments.

The findings are also consistent with research demonstrating significantly more theta power in individuals who score high (“highs”) than those who score low (“lows”) on measures of trait hypnotizability [19–24], as well as with research indicating that hypnotic procedures increase theta power [23,25,26]. Although these research findings do not prove that theta activity is a “biomarker” of hypnosis, or that theta oscillations necessarily facilitate response to hypnosis, they do support the possibility that theta activity may play one or both of these roles [48]. Future research should examine these possible roles for theta activity more closely.
One strategy for examining the role of theta in hypnotic responding more closely would be to determine the extent to which strategies known to increase theta activity—strategies such as music or monochord sounds [49], some forms of meditation practice [50], and neurofeedback [51]—result in increases in hypnotic responding and if such increases are mediated by changes in baseline theta activity. If so, then hypnotic inductions, which are a component of hypnotic treatment because they enhance response to suggestions [52,53], could potentially be broadened to include one or more of these other theta-enhancing procedures, thereby potentially increase the efficacy and impact of therapeutic suggestions.

**Mechanisms of and Response to Meditation**

The primary finding that emerged from the exploratory analyses was that lower baseline alpha predicted pain reduction following meditation. If replicated, the finding suggests a potential biomarker for determining who may be less likely to respond to meditation. It is generally known that cortical alpha activity is a product of both cortico-cortical and cortico-thalamic interactions [54–56]. Focal, regional, and global networks of alpha activity have been proposed, although whether the activity is reflective of specific brain processes or an epiphenomenon of cortical network architecture [54] is not yet known. Focal alpha activity over primary sensory–motor areas is thought to reflect general deactivation or inhibition. For example, closing the eyes generates a marked increase of occipital alpha rhythm [30], immobility of skeletal muscles increases mu rhythm [30], and a similar rhythm that is observed in the auditory (midtemporal) cortex decreases with acoustic stimulation [30]. These findings are consistent with the view that “… alpha oscillations [are] an indication of the cortical disengagement from inputs of the body and the environment” ([30], p. 203). Thus, it is possible that a lack of alpha in individuals with chronic pain may reflect a brain that lacks inhibition of sensory information; that is, a brain that may be responsive to an intervention (meditation) that is associated with an increase in alpha activity.

**Limitations**

A number of important study limitations make us cautious in interpreting the findings. First, we would like to emphasize yet again that we tested only one a priori hypothesis in this study; the majority of the analyses were exploratory. The sheer number of comparisons involved and the unique statistics of EEG power (i.e., spatial correlation of EEG oscillations across brain regions, the noisy nature of some EEG recordings including potential for muscle and environmental noise contamination, and variability of EEG measures across time due to their state dependence, such as changes due to drowsiness) make us cautious in interpreting the results of the exploratory analyses (e.g., less left anterior gamma predicting response to hypnosis, less alpha predicting response to hypnosis). In addition, the sample consisted of a relatively small group of volunteers with SCI who may or may not be representative of the population of individuals with SCI and chronic pain. It will be important to replicate these findings in additional samples of individuals with SCI and chronic pain, as well as in samples of individuals with other chronic pain conditions.

Finally, we should emphasize that the outcomes of single sessions of the procedures examined might not reflect the long-term outcomes that could be achieved with a full clinical course of the treatments we studied [7,57,58]. Thus, the predictors of response to a single session of these procedures might or might not be the same as the predictors of long-term response to a full treatment course of any of the four active treatments. Research is therefore needed to determine if baseline brain oscillations predict response to full treatment (e.g., five 20-minute sessions of tDCS, four to eight sessions of self-hypnosis training, etc) and not only response to single presentations.

**Summary and Conclusions**

Despite the limitations of the study, the findings support a key result (that theta activity predicts response to hypnotic analgesia) and raise important hypotheses regarding the predictors of response to other neuromodulatory pain treatments. If future research replicates these findings, this would suggest that greater treatment efficacy might be found by better patient–treatment matching (i.e., matching the treatment to the baseline brain state of the patient) or by efforts to more effectively prepare patients for treatment (i.e., shifting brain states prior to treatment to enhance response).

The findings also suggest that the different pain treatments operate via different mechanisms. Investigators may use this information to better screen for clinical trial eligibility in order to increase power (i.e., ability to detect treatment effects) and reduce the number of subjects needed in the trial. For example, if the finding that individuals with lower than average alpha respond better to concentrative meditation practice replicates, then investigators could use low alpha activity as an eligibility criterion for trials testing the efficacy of meditation. The goal of research in this area is to be able to provide not only the most effective treatments on average but to better match a particular treatment with a specific patient’s abilities and needs. The current findings indicate that additional research to explore these possibilities is warranted.
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